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Abstract 

The Indian Aeronautical Science is almost 5000 years old. Maharshi (ancient scientist and devotee) Bharadwaj is considered to 

be oldest creator of Indian in-air-vehicle. The detailed knowledge and information about this science is available in Vedas and 

Upanishads. This paper provides the overview of this knowledge and depicts technology used in the Vimaana. It also expresses 

details about Power Generation Unit, Communication Modules, and Mapping system used in Vimaana. Finally, it motivates the 

reader to explore the ancient science and apply it with current technology and to lead to probably a new ecofriendly solution.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I make obeisance to the Divine Being, who is visible on the crest of the Vedas, who is the fountain of eternal bliss, and whose 

abode is reached by Vimaana or Aeroplanes. Eight years before of right brothers Mr. Talapade in Mumbai show how vimaana 

are flying in air .His reaches was based on vimaana Shasta based on vedas. This paper talks about the advances ancient 

aeronautical science. It is so qualitative and valuable work that still we could not reach to that level technology yet. This is 

broadly elaborate in brihadvaimaniksharsta written by saga Bharadwaaj and Professor Vishwambhar.  Actually it is written by 36 

different scientist but MaharshiBharadwaj collected all the data and rearing that in proper manner. 

Meaning of vimaana is according to Maharshi Bharawaj and professor vishawambhar vimaana is a speedy machine like a bird 

who travels from one country to another, through the sky. 

II. TYPES OF VIMAANAS 

 Mantrika Vimaana 

This a type of machine that  can operated by mantras. 

 Yantrika  Vimaana 

This type of vimaana is fulfilled with all types of medicines and different types of weapons are included in it. 

 Krutak Vimaana 

Architecture of this type of vimaana is very artistic. And all types of comfort is included in this type of Vimaana. 

 Shakuni Vimaana 

This type of vimaana is very similar to bird . It is also having wings and tail like bird. 

 Rukama Vimaana 

Rukama means gold. This type of vimaana looks like a golden flying machine It is made up of ions and different ores and 

minerals. 

 Sundar Vimaan 

It is a type of jet plane which runs on stem. 

 Tripur Vimaan 

It is a flying machine that can operate on earth oceans and space. 

III. ARCHITECTURE OF VIMAANA 

The main parts of Vimaana are as follows, 
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 Instrumentation system: In vimaana there are different types of systems which collection of instruments used to 

measure, monitor, and control a process. 

 Detection and ranging system: This system works similar to RADAR. 

 Air conditioning system: Mainly this devise lowers the air temperature. The cooling is typically achieved through a 

refrigeration cycle, but sometimes evaporation is used. 

 Power generation system: This unit used to generate power through different types of motor to operate vimaana it is 

very much requied.    

 Instrumentation System 

 PARASHABDA GRAAHAKA: As explained in "Sowdaamineekalaa" or science of electronics, by means of the sound 

capturing yantra in the Vimana, to hear the talks and sounds in enemy planes flying in the sky. 

 ROOPAAKARSHANA: By means of the photographic yantra in the Vimaana to obtain a television view of things inside 

an enemy plane. 

 DIKPRADARSHANA: Turning the key at the front of the Vimaana the dishaampati yantra will show the direction from 

which the enemy plane is approaching 

 PARASHAKTYAAKARSHINEE: This is a main part of Vimaana for power generation. This part had generated the power 

by natural resources; like fire, earth, air, sun, moon, water, and sky 

 Detection and ranging system 

 Shabda-Kendra Mukha Yantra 

The spots from which sounds emanate in the sky are called shabda-kendras or sound centres. The different directions from which 

the sounds are projected are called shabda-kendramukhas. The yantra which is meant to control the sounds so projected is called 

shabda-kendramukhayantra . 

Gavyaarika, monkey's skin, duck-weed, shana-kosha or jute product, crounchika or lotus stalk, vaaripishtaka or shag, 

roonthaaka, flesh, elephant trunk, and tin, are to be purified, and the nine elements, other than the skin, in equal parts, filled in 

niryaasa yantra and baked for 3 days with buffalo bile, will yield a decoction of fine scarlet colour. Seven times this decoction 

should be spread on the skin, and left to dry in the sun. The skin will then acquire the capacity to suppres sound. A box 2 feet 

long and 1 foot high made of badhira or deaf metal is to be made. Two pipes made of the same metal shaped like. 

 Shabdaakarshana yantra 

In order to tap or discover the sounds in the 8 directions of the vimaana, wired or wireless, up to 12 krosas or 27 miles, caused by 

birds or quadrupeds or by men, with 8 mechanisms, the shabdaakarshana yantra is prescribed to be fixed in the shoulder of the 

vimaana. A peetha or foot-plate four-cornered or round should be made out of bidaala metal, with a pivot in the centre. On either 

side should be fitted machines which will attract any kind of sound and repeat it. 

Construction of Shabdaakarshanayantraa:With the soft leather of roruva or grinjinee bird two ball-shaped domes should be 

fixed. Between them in a suraghaadarsa vessel katana-drava acid should be filled and the vessel should be installed. Above the 

acid vessel and between the two globes should be fixed sound spotting rod made of sound capturing ghantaara metal, fitted with 

a bunch of wires. It should be enclosed in a cover made of kwanaka glass. In the corner three thumb size wheeled knots should 

be fixed. From them to the rod fine strong wires should be connected. Enclosing the wires a karandaor  container made by 

kwanaadarsa glass, with small holes should be placed. A vessel made of the same glass, shaped like a drona or grain measurer, 

should be placed on top of it. In the east and west and north and south 4 crystals named rudantee-ratikaa should be arranged with 

wires. Above it shabdaphenaka covering, with small shankus or screws fixed, should be placed. It should be covered by a 

covering made of kwanaadarsa glass, with 8 small holes. Wires starting from the screws and passing through the holes should 

reach the top of the covering. In the centre of it in an inch size holesimhaasya-danda-naala or tube should be fixed. In front of it 

avaataapaakarshana chakra or wind wheel with 16 spokes with wires should be fixed. The wheels should be fixed in all 8 

directions. In the simhaasyamukhanaala or lion-faced tube on 8 sides revolving wheels should be fixed. 8 goblet like vessels 

made of pure vajeemukha metal should be fixed. Wires from the 8 holes of the covering should be placed in them. Similarly 

from the wind wheel wires should be connected to 8 screws in the 8 goblets on the simhaasya. Then from the 8 screws in 

shabdaphena, wires should be connected to the crystal in the acid vessel. By the flow of wind the wheel turns with speedy right 

and left motion, and will set in motion the shabda-phena wheel. Then the wheels on the 8 screws also will turn. Then the sound 

detection rod made of sound-capturing ghantaara metal will be set in motion. Thereupon the two globes made of roruva-grinjinee 

skin will attract all sounds clearly and store inside themselves. By moving the central switch there the sounds will pass through 

the simhaasya tube and enter the dronaasya vessel, and make the sounds clearly audible to the hearer. The pilot will listen to the 

voices and direct the plane away from the vicinity of danger. Hence the shabdaakarshana yantra is prescribed. 

 Air Conditioning System 

 Construction of Vidyuddarpana 

According to Yantra-Sarvasva: In order to protect the plane from lightning, vaaruni and agni, the vidyuddarpana should be 

installed in the Vimaana. 
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With that lightning darpana glass should be constructed the Vidyuddarpana yantra. 

A plank, 20 feet in diameter and 1 foot high, square or circular in shape should be prepared, 4 glass tubes of crescent moon 

shape should be fixed around the peetha or plank. In the centre should be fixed a cage made of chumbuka glass, fitted with wires 

and 5 faced switches at each face, and 5 goblets made of vidyuddarpana. In the centre should be fixed a spire made of the same 

glass with 7 cross spokes and tubes, 8 faced and 10 angled. By turning the key inside, the spire is to revolve with speed. That will 

attract and contain the lightning emitted by the clouds. The rays will expel it to the outer air region, and incapacitate it. Then a 

snow-like cool temperature will render the interior of the Vimaana safe and pleasant for the pilot and other occupants. Therefore 

this vidyuddarpana yantra should be installed duly in the Vimaana. 

 Power Generation Systems 

 Power Forces in Vimaan 

In the functioning of the Vimaana, there are 7 distinct operating forces. They are named udgamaa, panjaraa, 

sooryashaktyapakarshinee or that which extracts solar power, parashaktyaakarshinee or that which extracts opposite forces, a set 

of 12 shaktis or forces, kuntinee, and moolashakti or primary force. At set spots in the vimaana, the motors which produce these 

7 powers should be installed, duly wired and equipped with springs and wheels, as prescribed. 

The seven kinds of powers which are required for the Vimaana are produced by 7 motors which are named tundila, panjara, 

amshupa, apakarshaka, saandhaanika, daarpanika, and shaktiprasavaka. 

Their actions are thus defined in "Kriyaa-saara" 

The spectacular motions of the vimaana are of 12 kinds. Their motive forces are also 12. The motions and the forces are, 

proceeding, shuddering, mounting, descending, circling, speeding, circumambulating, side-wise motion, receding, anti-clockwise 

motion, remaining motionless, and performing miscellaneous motions. 

IV. PROCESS OF POWER GENERATION IN VIMAANA 

The shaktyaakarshana yantra should be equipped with 6 crystals known as Bhaaradwaaja, Sanjanika, Sourrya, Pingalaka, 

Shaktipanjaraka, and Panchajyotirgarbha. The same work mentions where the crystals are to be located. The sourryamani is to be 

placed in the vessel at the foot of the central pole, Sanjanikamani should be fixed at the middle of the triangular wall. 

Pingalakamani is to be fixed in the wide mouthed glass globe. Bhaaradwaajamani should be fixed in the opening in the naala-

danda. Pancha-jyotirgarbhamani should be fixed in the sulphuric acid vessel, and Shakti-panjarakamani should be placed in the 

mixture of magnet, mercury, mica, and serpent-slough.  

All the five crystals should be equipped with wires passing through glass tubes. Wires should be passed from the centre in all 

directions. Then the triple wheels should be set in revolving motion, which will cause the two glass balls inside the glass case, to 

turn with increasing speed rubbing each other, the resulting friction generating a 100 degree power. That power should be 

conveyed through wires to the sanjanikamani. Mingling with the force existing therein, that force issues out and should be 

transmitted through wires to the sourryamani. On contact of the power therein the force will split into 5 streams.  

Each of the five power streams should be connected with one of the manis, Bhaaradwaja, Sourrya, Pingala, Pancha-jyotirmani, 

and Shaktipanjaramani. Mingling with the force in each mani, they form five forces, which are named by Atrimaharshi as Raja, 

Mourtvica, Chundeera, Shoonya, and Garbha-vishodara. These should be passed by wires to the sulphuric acid vessel. They then 

form 3 forces, named marthanda, rowhinee, and bhadra. Marthandashakti should be passed into the load-stone, mercury, mica, 

and serpent slough liquids.  

The resulting current should then be passed through wires to the wide mouthed glass globular vessel. Solar force pregnant with 

etherial force should be passed into the Naaladanda, and thence to the vessel with marthandashakti.  

The power of the solar rays entering that vessel mingles with the marthandashakti inside, and the resultant force has to be 

focussed towards the adverse force of the etherial current which will be thereby nullified and the vimaana will be protected. Then 

the Rohineeshakti should be passed through wires into the vessel containing the fivefold load stone, mercury, mica, serpent 

slough acid, and the resulting current passed to the Bhrajasvaddraavaka or luminous acid vessel at the foot of the central pole. 

Then from the air-route collect the wind-force impregnated solar rays and pass them also into the above vessel.  

Mingling with the rowhineeshakti therein a super-force will be created which should be passed through the northern pivot, into 

the rowhinee power vessel. The united force should then he directed against the malefic wind force in the air-route, so that it will 

tame the evil force and protect the Vimaana. Then from the suragha tube Bhadraashakti should be passed into fivefold acid 

vessel. The resulting force should be passed through wired tubes to the foot of the triangular wall, and thence to the pivot on the 

southern side. The force should then be directed against the evil roudree Force in the air-route. Neutralising that third destructive 

force in the sky, the vimaana will be allowed smooth passage in the sky. 
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Fig. 1: Vimaana 

V. CONCLUSION 

Whit all the expiations above it proves that ancient Indian vimaana are ingrained with higher technologies. They are using all 

natural resources for operation of vimaana.  

Evidences we find recently is Vimaana are found in Afghanistan in 2013 discovery by USA military was hidden in a cave. 
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